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Women Economic Empowerment
Pink Taxi is an established women-only taxi that has 
empowered hundreds & thousands of women and made 
them take charge of their own lives. The core idea of this 
service is to provide a safe transportation facility to female 
passengers and provide a respectable platform for their 
employment where they feel like they, too, can make a 
difference in the world.
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The need for this platform is because of the rampant nature of passengers getting 
abused and assaulted, especially female passengers. This phenomenon happens all 
over the world and is not localized to one place.

Below are a few examples:

In Argentina, a NGO- Mujeres de la Matria Latinoamericana (Women of the Latin 
American Motherland)- noted that a female is murdered every 18 hours. These females- 
some were from sexual assault. Some of these murders involved sexual assault.

Javier Miglino, a lawyer and founder of NGO Let's Defend Buenos Aires (Defendamos 
Buenos Aires), had this to say to Motherboard, "About 99% of sexual assault cases are 
done by taxi drivers". The Movement of Women of the Motherland of Latin American, in 
April 2016, churned out a report showing that every woman in Buenos Aires had become 
a victim to street harassment. Globally, YouGov did a study- the largest one known- on 
public transport harassment in 2014.

In a megacity like Karachi, 55% of female commuters who use public transport face 
sexual harassment, said University of Karachi (KU) public administration department 
Professor Syeda Hoorul Ain.

YouGov did a poll in about 16 large cities globally. After, the transit systems were ranked 
from safest, with New York occupying that first place, to the most dangerous- Bogota. The 
worst cities for verbal harassment polled were Lima, Delhi, Mexico City, Jakarta, Bogota.

For physical harassment, they were Delhi, Bogota, Mexico City, Tokyo, Lima.

Globally, ActionAid decided to run a street harassment survey in 2016. About 89% of 
women in Brazil had been harassed, while 86% was in Thailand. India had 79% of 
harassment cases. London was met with 75%.

According to canadianbusiness.com, 43% of women have reportedly been harassed. 
GfK was commissioned by SSH to run a survey of 2,040 American adults. It was found that 
about 65% of females have been harassed.

Why the need for
PINK TAXI?
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The inception of the Pink Taxi idea goes back to 2006. Since then the idea has received 
recognition, as well as appreciation from all the schools of thoughts in various regions. 
With its global presence in 18+ countries, the Pink Taxi concept has worked and is 
proven. It is an established brand across the world. The world demographics show 
different social, economic realities and traditions, but Pink Taxi has been unilaterally 
recognized as a working concept, whether it is in first or third world countries. Some 
need it as an economic liberalization, while others find it a convenient mode of safe 
travel due to harassment.

Pink Taxi is an established women-only taxi that has empowered hundreds of women 
and made them take charge of their own lives. The core idea of this service is to 
provide a safe transportation facility to female passengers and provide a respectable 
platform for their employees where they feel like they, too, can make a difference in the 
world. 

Vision for Pink Taxi
The entire idea of Pink Taxi revolves around the concept of empowering women. It also 
incorporates the idea of women economic empowerment in some parts of the world.  

Empowerment to us
Women’s empowerment means women are gaining more power and control over their 
own lives. This entails the idea of women’s continued disadvantage compared to men, 
which is apparent in different economic, socio-cultural and political spheres. Therefore, 
women’s empowerment can also be seen as an important process in reaching gender 
equality, which is understood to mean that the "rights, responsibilities and opportunities 
of individuals will not depend on whether they are born male or female". 

According to the UN Population Fund, an empowered woman has a sense of  self-worth. She can determine her own 
choices, and has access to opportunities and resources providing her with an array of  options she can pursue. She has 
control over her own life, both within and outside the home and she has the ability to influence the direction of  social 
change to create a more just social and economic order, both nationally and internationally.

http://www.un.org/popin/unfpa/taskforce/guide/iatfwemp.gdl.html

Gender role expectations are institutionalized through legislative, educational, political 
and economic systems. Women need to be "empowered" to narrow the "gender gap" 
and to create an equal playing field between women and men before gender equality 
can be reached and maintained.

PINK TAXI
CONCEPT
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Pink Taxi has substantial global presence stretching from the Arabian peninsula to the far 
eastern hemisphere, and especially the South Asian region to South American and 
European regions.  Despite being located in different parts of the world, more than 100,000 
plus application downloads have been made, enabling the Pink companies to serve 700,000 
passengers only every year. With the vision of expansion and ONE application for all on 
board Pink Companies, this number will grow drastically, and around 30 million customers 
per year will be served by 2020.

Pink Taxi currently exists in the following countries: 
- United Kingdom
- Iran
- Russia
- South Africa
- Lebanon
- Pakistan
- Mexico
- Kuwait 
- Thailand 
- Mongolia 
- United Arab Emirates 
- Australia
- United States of America 
- India 
- Malaysia 
- Armenia 
- Turkey

Pink Taxi Group
Pink Taxi Group is a team of seasoned professionals who have come under one banner 
with the understanding of the bigger picture of how technology can take the Pink Taxi 
project to new heights. The group is based in London and is operating internationally in 
collaboration with various Pink Taxis in the world. Moreover, the group has acquired the 
Pink Taxi service in various parts of the world, including Pakistan.

We are currently in contact with Pink Taxi Lebanon, Armenia. India, Turkey, USA and 
Russia to come under an agreement. 

Pink Taxi group has understood this niche and wants a global brand where all pink taxis 
can come together and work as one. It will give many profitable opportunities, to be 
recognized as an international brand rather than a national or regional one.

It will aid all Pink Taxis to be under a platform, whereby it will be easier to manage 
scalability, durability and security through the means of blockchain. This will also 
enable all regions to enable ensure greater benefits to all its clientele and employees, 
and help all Pink Taxis to have one centralized marketing budget to ensure their 
sustainability and growth in the transportation market. Globalization of Pink Taxi 
through the Blockchain technology will result in an enormous number of benefits for all 
the stakeholders, especially the owners of the Pink Taxi Tokens.

GLOBAL
PRESENCE
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Favorable circumstances of decentralization
The start of respectably decentralized taxi frameworks, like Uber, brought some 
fundamental rivalry into the taxi enterprises. This has given users extra choices, 
prompting modest charges in addition to enhanced quality administration. Then 
again, regardless of the degree of decentralization that is presented by these 
frameworks, they are yet to be managed by a solitary database, likewise to keep 
running by a solitary organization.

MOVING FORWARD – BLOCKCHAIN
As blockchain arrangements are rapidly clearing each industry, It is becoming more 
evident that the innovation can go past the taxi business. For an industry that has 
advanced more than once after some time, moving into an imaginative stage 
wouldn’t be an amazing development by any stretch of the imagination. Executing the 
possibility of tokenization, otherwise utilizing blockchain-based applications to deal 
with nearby transportation frameworks, is an improvement that has been hotly 
anticipated. This is primarily because of the assortment of preferred standpoints that 
blockchain offers, especially in the region of workforce administration, and also 
decentralization. In numerous circles, blockchain is has been clarified as the strategy 
for the conventional man. Blockchain is by all accounts a response to the brought 
together experts. This innovation is demonstrating its value by giving conventional 
individuals significant control over their assets. Additionally it offers a chance to extend 
its market in different businesses, while permitting an equivalent playing field for 
everybody who is locked in. blockchain execution will automatically allow a 
straightforward industry; darken associations and affiliations, will never again 
supersede the will of taxi drivers and users. 

Anyone having a Blockchain token will have full access to all the favorable positions 
related with these-be it in return for different tokens or conventional monetary forms, 
or notwithstanding for the payment of a taxi fare. 

Anyone having a Blockchain token will have full access to all the preferred standpoints 
related with these-be it in return for different tokens or conventional monetary forms, 
or notwithstanding for the payment of taxi fare.

BLOCKCHAIN
FOR PINK TAXI
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The Pink Taxi model is extremely adaptive to the local socioeconomic realities. Pink Taxi 
has different segments that should be present in an ideal Pink Taxi model, however 
given the countries’/city’s needs, laws and regulations, Pink Taxi adjusts to the situation 
and takes in to consideration all aspects that apply. The following three are Revenue 
generating models for the Pink Taxi:

- Rides Sharing App
Similar to other ride-sharing services, Pink 
Taxi is always a step ahead with its 
proactive approach in the technological 
advancements. Pink Taxi has developed a 
world-class smartphone application and 
enjoys a great user base with this 
application.

- Pick and Drop
The pickup and drop off point from specific 
locations, at defined timings ,on designated 
days is Pink Taxi’s service, that caters to the 
corporate sector. We have partner 
organizations, and their female workforce 
enjoys their daily commute through the Pink 
Taxi.

- Advertisement
With the action of innovation at its very core, we have identified a unique revenue 
generation model to maximize the income for the driver. There are various Pink Taxi 
advertisement options available at Pink Taxi, including in-door TVCs, and outdoor livery 
advertisement facilities. This has huge potential, as some parts of the world are facing 
multiple bans on the state level for the traditional below-the-line marketing channels 
(billboards). The advertisement revenue stream alone generates enough money for 
the women to not just make ends meet and ,but to live a happy life by raising their 
standard of living. 

PINK TAXI
MODEL
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RIDES
Provides rides via Smartphone App,
Call Center & through street-hailing

PICK & DROP
Pick-up & Drop-off facility for women at their 
designated point i.e. Home, Office, etc.

ADVERTISEMENT
Offering a variety of formats to reach audiences
In-Taxi Digital Advertising, Half Wrap, & Full Wrap
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After the successful launch and execution of ICO phases, the company’s primary focus 
would be to decorate modern enterprise prospects, along-with new task identification 
and execution in new territories. In our modern-day phase of enterprise the 
organization will work with present commercial enterprise partners to enhance the 
quality of service, quantity of vehicles aspect by the side through appropriate 
enrolment and information verification, and hiring of capable enterprise managers. 
The affiliates of the employer will now not only aid the neighborhood taxi directors, they 
will also work to beautify enterprise through promotional activities. Taxi drivers will be 
selected in and chosen in a couple of ways. As a matter of fact, the corporations that 
will be part of taxi drivers will be reached; these foundations can provide strong and 
professional drivers who will likewise method? Show the method/framework to their 
associates to urge them to be part of the platform and draw in more able drivers to 
PINK Taxi. 
It is required to have a pull approach through the PINK bonus scheme (for instance, 
they will be given rewards for finishing a precise number of rides). Considering the 
present day taxi companies and taxi administrations, they will be urged to be a part of 
the PINK platform. As of now, the essential goal is to warranty the common 
participation of our commercial enterprise directors and exceptional taxi 
organizations. All moved enterprises will have additional points of interest while being 
a part of the PINK Taxi platform, for example, more requests for trips. We hope to be 
immovably settled and grow our business to other major parts of the world by 2020. 
Adoption of innovative technology, reliable resources, and autonomous vehicles will 
also play an integral role in achieving the desired results.
This will not only reduce the operation cost associated with it, but automation in the 
system and process will also enhance client service and quality of our business.

Sustainability of the model
Many of the organizations that are flourishing these days financially are inherently 
unsustainable. Despite laudable efforts to make their approaches or businesses more 
sustainable, the quantity of renewable strength sourcing or better product, for 
example, an alternate that?. When an inherently unsustainable company experiences 
persevered business success, questioning about a different, extra sustainable 
mannequin can appear not likely or unrealistic. However, dwindling security of supply, 
rising commodity prices, altering customer demographics and increasing 
competitive stress make it prescient to think about commercial enterprise fashions 
that will be less volatile, much less resource-intensive and extra responsive to the 
person of the future. Sustainability gives coaching to giant organizations and 
innovators within those firms to harness the strength of a commercial enterprise 
model innovation to help create a more sustainable future. The company has planned 
to do this via a combination of agenda-setting lookup and technical services. In lieu of 
the vision, the model of Pink taxi platform will gear the required sustainability 
proposition through rigorous innovation methods and kaizen. It will not only help to 
eliminate the aspect of failure, but innovations, like the addition of blockchain 
throughout the platform will also enhance and secure a safe transaction of the model. 
Thus, enabling the investors to have peace of mind in return.

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
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PINK TAXI IS SAFE
It is very common to hear news of passengers getting mugged by drivers or assaulted 
by drivers. Those passengers either used a traditional TAXI Platform or merely waved 
down a taxi. At PINK TAXI, we are all for empowering drivers, especially female drivers.

The usage of blockchain technology allows users- riders to have access to the 
licensed cars and drivers around them. The riders will still get to see the automobile's 
information, especially technical information. 

Here, information of the driver is also given to the user, thereby preventing any form of 
assault. Here, they will see everything related to the driver's experience on the road 
from traffic. The information here cannot be tampered with. That's the fun aspect of 
blockchain technology.

The information will get pooled via:
• Personal records,
• Records from legal authorities, service data etc.

This is done to clamp down on forms of assault meted to passengers.

PINK TAXI IS TRANSPARENT
PINK TAXI's usage of blockchain technology allows it to integrate absolute 
transparency, meaning that no information or data can be tampered with. That also 
includes the route of drivers. We know that it is not solely passengers that get mugged. 
Drivers also get mugged. That's why PINK TAXI was created. The route taken is stored, 
including every data, meaning that if a complaint or dispute comes up, it can easily be 
settled by using the data. Only those participants involved can view the data. No other 
person can access it.

There is no form of manipulated or concealed information in PINK TAXI, unlike in 
traditional platforms.

PINK TAXI also allows users to know what amount gets to the driver, what portion will be 
paid as tax, etc. Local tax authorities can also access the information. At PINK TAXI, we 
are all up for transparency. Traditional platforms are not transparent. How many of 
them let users know what percentage gets paid to the drivers?

PINK TAXI WAS CREATED TO ENSURE WEALTH IS MORE DISTRIBUTED
A lot of the traditional platforms are ripping their drivers apart. A lot of them pay them 
peanuts for their work done. Most of the funds that passengers pay go to the large 
centralized conglomerate of traditional taxi platforms, while the drivers are given 
peanuts like the proletariat of old.

ADVANTAGES THAT PINK TAXI HAS OVER
TRADITIONAL TAXI PLATFORMS
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That's where PINK TAXI comes in. PINK TAXI is interested in empowering its drivers. A more 
substantial chunk of the money earned will go to drivers because we believe that 
drivers do almost all the work and should be rewarded handsomely for their hardwork. 
The large chunk no longer goes to a few in large offices.

PINK TAXI Ensures That Every Data Received Is Safe
Selling data to the highest bidder seems to be a large source of income to various 
traditional social media platforms, and even taxi platforms. Data is very important, and 
a lot are paid to get it. PINK TAXI believes that the sale of users' information done by 
some platforms is wrong. Such data is meant to be private, and not to be sold to large 
organizations for them to analyze and use for advertisement.

PINK TAXI IS DECENTRALIZED
PINK TAXI is created with decentralization at its heart. It is a decentralized platform that 
brings licensed drivers and passengers together. Here, users can choose whatever car 
or driver they wish to drive them, without any form of cutting corners. Since it is 
decentralized, there is no centralized body to put greed above the welfare of users- 
drivers and passengers.

PAYMENT ON PINK TAXI IS FAST FOR DRIVERS
Most of these traditional taxi platforms take a while before they pay their drivers. The 
drivers have to wait for a while before they get paid.

Since PINK TAXI is decentralized and uses smart contracts, the driver gets paid instantly 
once it has been confirmed that the drive was safe and smooth. The smart contract 
then automatically transfers the driver's payment to her wallet.

PINK TAXI OFFERS INCENTIVES TO BOTH DRIVERS AND CLIENTS
We, at PINK TAXI, know that both sets of users- drivers and passengers are important to 
the platform. That's why we have a loyalty program to both sets. For clients, they stand 
to earn tokens for riding with PINK TAXI. The tokens earned can either be used for free 
rides or can be traded on an exchange.
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To use the features of PINK TAXI, It is important for participants to hold its tokens. The 
tokens allow users to enjoy the benefits listed above, as well as more benefits that are 
not listed.

The tokens released on PINK TAXI are utility tokens and will be known as PINK Taxi tokens. 
It will be as a payment form for our taxis. Participants can have access to the tokens 
via traditional payment forms like a debit card or credit card. 

The tokens on this platform are of two kinds:
• Miles/ KM's tokens;
• PINK Taxi tokens.

The PINK Taxi tokens can be gotten either from buying, or as a form of incentive. Those 
who use our global taxi service earn this. Miles/KM's tokens can be gotten from using 
our local service. This token can only be used for journeys and cannot be traded on any 
exchange, unlike PINK Taxi tokens. It is more or like less like a 'Free mile' package. It can 
also be gotten during our distribution to the ICO participants quarterly.

THE TOKEN
MODEL
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No of Tokens Issued %          50,000,000   Price  $ Net Value 

Pre Token Sales 20%          10,000,000   $ 0.20   $2,000,000 

Tokens Sales Phase A 25%          12,500,000   $ 0.30   $ 3,750,000 

Tokens Sales Phase B 25%          12,500,000   $ 0.50   $ 6,250,000 

Bounty  2.5%            1,250,000   $ 0.50   $ 625,000 

Referral 2.5%            1,250,000   $ 0.50   $ 625,000 

Team 5%            2,500,000   $ 0.50   $ 1,250,000 

I.T 10%            5,000,000   $ 0.50   $ 2,500,000 

Advisor and Legal 10%            5,000,000   $ 0.50   $ 2,500,000 

 100%          50,000,000              $ 19,500,000 

TOKENS DISTRIBUTION



The hard cap of the tokens for sale is 70%, or 17,000 ETH. 

The remaining percent gets divided in the following percentages.
10% goes to the advisory & legal team;
5% to team members;
10% to IT;
2.5% to bounties;
2.5% for referral sales.

Another set of tokens will get created- The Free Miles Tokens. This will not be traded on 
exchanges and is created only as a source of reward to loyal clients. Clients can only 
use this token for rides.

TOKEN SALES
PHASES
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PRE-SALES

01

MAY 15 - JUNE 30 ‘18

1 ETH = 4000 PTT

HARD CAP
10,000,000 (PTT)

20%

TOKEN SALES
PHASE A

02

JUL 01 - JUL 31 ‘18

1 ETH = 2500 PTT

HARD CAP
12,500,000 (PTT)

25%

03

AUG 01 - SEP 30 ‘18

1 ETH = 1500 PTT

HARD CAP
12,500,000 (PTT)

25%

EXCHANGE

04

DATES TO BE
ANNOUNCED

TOKEN SALES
PHASE B



The proceeds gotten from the ICO will be shared in the following percentages:

25% will go to acquisition cost, which is about 3 million dollars.

15% will go to Blockchain application conversion, which is about 1.8 million dollars.

15% will go to marketing. Since marketing is key to the growth of PINK TAXI, it will get 1.8 
million dollars.

30% will go to Research and Development, which is 3.6 million dollars. Every day, new 
ideas and innovative means of doing things are created. PINK TAXI will continuously 
research on ways to make our users' experience worthwhile.

5% will go to team, which is 600,000 USD.

10% will go to Operations, which is 1.2 million USD. For PINK TAXI to succeed, the operations 
of the platform must be handled properly.

TOKEN SALES
PROCEEDS
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION MATRIX
The tokens have been allocated as per the following structure.

Bounty & referral | 2,500,000

Team | 2,500,000

Advisor & Legal, | 5,000,000

I.T. | 5,000,000

Tokens Pre Sales | 10,000,000
Token Sales A | 12,500,000

Token Sales B | 12,500,000 5%
5%

10%

10%

20%
25%

25%



PINK TAXI's Operation
PINK TAXI is now in over fifty cities globally. The funds received from ICO will be used to 
expand the number of cities we operate in and expand to a lot of countries globally. 
We intend to empower and increase the number of women drivers via our platform. To 
operate in a city, PINK TAXI has to spend about 400,000 USD. The amount is divided into 
marketing, advertising, and motivating potential drivers and clients.

PINK TAXI's Marketing Strategy
We, at Pink Taxi, knows that marketing is important for the development of this 
platform. We intend to use the full machinery of marketing to push the platform and 
turn it into a household name.

Advertisements on Social Media like Facebook, Google etc.
PINK TAXI will use social media because it is an important marketing tool. About 30% of 
the marketing budget will go to this.

PINK TAXI's First free trip promo codes will gulp down about 30%.

About 20% will be spent on Recommendation by friend promotions.  

The traditional media will not be excluded. About 15% will go to advertisements via 
magazine ads, billboards, etc.

The remaining 5% goes to new market entry like training, recruitment, office supplies, 
etc. The profit made in the first year gets invested in marketing to expand. 

Those tokens left unsold will be locked for a year or two, then shared in the 2nd or 3rd 
token offering after certain milestones are attained. This is done to ensure the project 
is fulfilled and expands to other parts of the world.
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PINK
TECHNOLOGY
Token Technology
The Pink Taxi token has state-of-the-art technology supported 
by ethereum blockchain. The token has following salient 
features: 

- ERC 20 Standard 
- Decentralized and distributed architecture
- Distributed Ledger
- Public Blockchain 
- Integrated wallet with application  
- Ability of prevent any change in the customer data 
- Independent rating system

PINK TAXI'S Blockchain architecture structure
Pink Taxi will have about three layers.
They are:
• Data layer, 
• Presentation layer,
• Service layer. 
The Data layer will ensure that data gets stored.
The service layer ensures that business logic gets 
implemented.
While the presentation layer ensures that the end user is 
communicated to.

Presentation layer
This layer is one that allows users 
to communicate with the system 
of the blockchain. There are 
expected to be four kinds of 
users. The drivers, the clients or 
passengers, system 
administrators and 
organizations. To cater for drivers 
and clients, they will have 
separate mobile apps. Hotel 
guests will have a unique Tablet 
App. Organizations and system 
administrators will get Web 
Portals.
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Hyperledger, IPS

Access Layer

Public Blockchain (ETH, NEO)

Service Layer

(Mobile apps + Dapp)

Presentation Layer
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Driver
Wallet
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PayPTT | Fiat

Services
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PASSENGER APP Technology:

App for the client ensures a user-friendly way to call for different services from any city 
in which solution operates. App users are able to:

1. Register: For using the application, passengers can directly register from their 
mobile app. Create a profile with an email address (One time activation code) or 
Facebook. Have to accept terms and conditions.

2) Profile: With personal information (Be able to login and log out).

3) Register Card: For the feature of auto payment, registration of cards can be done 
by the passengers directly from the app.

4) Hiring a Ride:

 Request:  The customer requests a ride instantly or on schedule via the app. The 
details are sent to the nearest driver.

 Matching:  The driver may either accept or reject the ride. If he rejects, the request 
is sent to another drivers via broadcasting.

 Ride:  The customer tracks the bike/car/rickshaw approach and knows the 
estimated time of arrival.

 Payment:  The cashless way of payment and beforehand estimated price makes 
this process enjoyable, if paid via Wallet or through Credit Card.

 Rating: Rate the driver after the ride based upon the service as well as comments. It 
is an important component of our business logic which enhances service reliability.

5) Track Drivers: The application offers passenger the advantage of tracking the 
availability of drivers and set location of pickup after logging in.

6) Pickup Location: Passengers can set their location by setting the destination on the 
map or through Google Places (Change PIN).

7) Select Cab Type: Book a Ride according to the needs such as ‘The Bike Taxi’, 
‘Rickshaws’ and the normal “Car Taxi”. Type of rides can also be selected as well as 
explored various other details such as price per km, price charged per minute and 
minimum fare for each kind of booking.

8) Driver's profile: User picks the Driver and their profile appears on the screen

9) Fare Calculator: In this, the fare to reach a certain place is determined by 
calculating the distance between the pick-up and destination point using google 
API’s. Estimated fare given before driver arrives, using GPS via miles and route 
length

10) Pinpoint: Exact location using GPS and search for the nearest available driver

11) Live Tracking: As the ride is booked, the passenger can update the ride live on their 
app from the initial stage itself, such as the starting of the ride, arrival of the bike or 
car, starting and ending of the journey.

12) Call Driver: Option to call the driver directly from the app 

13) Automatic Payment: After the completion of journey, payment for the ride gets 
taken either via cash or deducated by ‘Wallet’. The invoice is later sent to the phone 
of the passenger and to the registered Email ID as well.
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DRIVERS APP technology:

1) Sign In: The first screen after the splash screen of the application would be Login 
screen. Registered drivers would be given the login credentials by admin in email 
or via sms. (Be able to login and log out)

2) Home Screen: Home screen will show the list of the new jobs which has been 
assigned to the driver

3) Menu Option: Driver will be able to view the menu options by tapping on the menu 
drawer on the left corner of the screen. By tapping on any menu option, driver can 
access different function of the application

4) Profile: Driver will be able to view and update the profile details by clicking on "My 
Profile". Profile details includes Profile Image, First Name, Last Name, Contact 
Number and Address fields.

5) Active/Inactive: Have the option to be "Active or Inactive" (Active drivers appear on 
the map, inactive drivers don't)

6) Booking Call: When driver receives call he will see passenger name, image, rating, 
distance, pick-up, and drop-off, and option to accept or reject.

7) Booking Call Process: The Driver is provided with 10-15 seconds to approve or 
disapprove on any new booking requests. They are shown the PICKUP point along 
with distance from present location and also the travel distance between the point 
of pickup and drop.

8) Self Initiate: Driver has an ability to initiate a ride by himself by pointing A to B 
distance thus, able to get a fare estimation and ride distance

9) Call Passenger: Able to call the passenger from the app

10) Alert: An alert is sent to the driver's phone when a customer has chosen the driver 
and the estimated fare is brought up on the screen.

11) Cancellation: Ride cancellation scenarios and actions for those

12) New Job Status & notification process: The Driver is allowed to update the 
passenger when he/she has accepted or rejected the booking, reached at the 
pickup point, and dropped the passenger. When the driver is assigned to a job, they 
will get notification for the same.  Driver will be able to view the details of the job on 
this page. There will be two buttons 'View' and 'Ignore' The job status will be updated 
accordingly in the system.

13) Booking History: The driver has the access of tracking the booking history and 
check the status of each that includes cancelled bookings. (Daily, Weekly, Monthly)

14) Job History: Jobs history page will show list of the completed jobs. Driver will be able 
to filter the list for specific date range to view all the jobs.

15) Job Details: Job details page will show the details of the job selected from job 
history page.

16) Feedback & Rating: As we are open for the driver’s feedback, hence they can rate 
the passenger and write textual review about their experience.
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PINK TAXI
App Flowchart

Development
Blockchain App Implementation on Pink Taxi 
platform, introducing with Wallet, driver 
feedback, passenger feedback, drivers’ 
subscrption via tokens, cashless 
transactions through tokens & token 
exchange program.



ADMINISTRATIVE SOFTWARE PORTAL:

System  administrators  are  able  to  see  and  manage  all  information  related  to  Taxi 
services that are accessed by end users through Taxi applications

1. Admin logs into server via secure password

2. Able to view every driver's profile in the database

3. Able to see each and every fare/ride that has taken place or currently being taken

4. Able to view every customer's profile in the database

5. Able to directly message each driver and/or customers and whole list

6. Able to view total amount of money made by fares daily, weekly and monthly (both 
for passengers and drivers)

7. Able to view each driver's & passenger’s ratings/stars

8. Able to remove drivers and customers from the system

9. User Id/Login for Vendors to view the status & updates of his fleet or number of cars 
under his fleet.

9. Stats, Reports, Current Status, Trips, Actions, Notifications, Approval, Invoicing, Email

 - Driver stats and reports

 - User stats and reports

 - Trip stats and reports

 - Revenue earning stats and reports

 - Currently active drivers

 - Currently ongoing trips

 - Complaints against driver

 - Disciplinary actions on drivers and passengers
 (such as blocking passengers)

 - Live feed of events

 - Notification to all clients

 - Approval systems

 - Weekly/monthly payment invoicing

 - Email system

User of this portal will be owners of the system.
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Hoteling & Tourism

PINK TAXI will partner with Inns who will have PINK TAXI app avaiable as a vendor. This 
app will work on both Android tablets and iPads.

Organizations' Web Portals.

Firms that enters into an agreement with PINK TAXI can be availed with our Web Portal 
for their business.

Here, the administrators can include phone numbers that are associated with the firm.

Advance Features

Intelligent Queue Algorithm

Distribute the jobs between your drivers in a handy & fair way. The app forms a queue 
of all drivers reachable within 5 minutes to the customer, and send the job request to 
available driver.

• Increases customer loyalty by minimizing waiting time.

• Increase drivers’ engagement by fair job distribution.

• Eliminate drivers' idleness.

Manage orders with Dispatch Panel

A beautifully-built dispatch panel to manage your fleet and drivers. Enabled with 
advanced features like:

• Beautiful, simple yet functional design.

• All your orders are in one place, listed and sorted by relevancy.

• Helps your operators provide more efficient service.

• Keyboard navigation and phone line integration.

• Worldwide geo-coding & location-tracking system.

Automate Drivers’ Billing and Payouts

We build a system that automates payment acceptance from your drivers. We may 
set different subscriptions, payment schedules and payment methods.

• Charge drivers per month, per week, per day, or per order basis

• Charge fixed amount or percentage of total earning

• Combine different payment subscriptions

• Automatically calculate and charge the driver on a set billing period

• Driver can top-up with a credit card or cash

• Transfer money to drivers on a daily or weekly basis
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Strong Cause - PINK Taxi is working on the agenda of Women Economic Empowerment. The 
economic empowerment of women is a prerequisite for sustainable development, pro-poor 
growth and the achievement of all the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Gender 
equality and empowered women are catalysts for multiplying development efforts. 
Investments in women empowerment yield the highest returns of all development 
investments.

State-of-the-Art Blockchain based infrastructure - The company has developed and is 
continuously busy in improving a decentralized infrastructure based on Blockchain. It has a 
team of highly qualified Blockchain and crypto professionals constantly keeping an eye on 
making sure that no bug is given any space in our system.

The first mover Advantage - Pink Taxi enjoys massive advantage as the first-mover and the 
biggest transportation network in the women-only transportation industry.

Massive Media Attention and Support - As our cause is extremely important for a just world 
therefore renowned electronic (e.g. BBC & etc.) and digital media (e.g. NowThis & etc.) 
channels have done series of supporting documentaries and articles for Pink Taxi.

Easy Customer Accessibility - We, at Pink Taxi, have blended the traditional and modern style 
of reaching to our customers and making our service as accessible as possible. We strive for 
creating unique customer accessibility features depending on the local requirement of the 
partner country.

Well-trained Drivers - All Pink Taxi drivers are females. It is essential for us to ensure an 
completion of an extensive training program for all the pink taxi drivers in order to maximize 
the customer satisfaction.

Well-trained Drivers - All Pink Taxi drivers are females. It is essential for us to ensure an 
completion of an extensive training program for all the pink taxi drivers in order to maximize 
the customer satisfaction.

Customer satisfaction, referrals, & repeat business - Not only the nature of the business but 
also the brilliant service of the Pink Taxi generates great customer satisfaction, referrals rides, 
and customer retention.

Customer satisfaction, referrals, & repeat business - 7 out 10 of the customers of leading ride 
sharing services are females. And current unrest in these services especially for women has 
created a massive gap in the market. The increasing numbers of sexual assaults, the 
never-ending fight of facing harassment, and other similar acts have left the females in a 
confused state. Pink Taxi is this state of disparity have provided women with just the perfect 
platform therefore it has high demand in the market.

Multiple Revenue Streams - Customer satisfaction, referrals, & repeat business - 7 out 10 of the 
customers of leading ride sharing services are females. And current unrest in these services 
especially for women has created a massive gap in the market. The increasing numbers of 
sexual assaults, the never-ending fight of facing harassment, and other similar acts have left 
the females in a confused state. Pink Taxi is this state of disparity have provided women with 
just the perfect platform therefore it has high demand in the market.
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WEAKNESS
Out-of-control risks factor - There are a number of factors that are out of the control 
ranging from the fuel cost to amendments in local countries laws.

Limited service Timings - We have observed an international trend of limited service timing 
with our service due to multiple reasons with security topping the list.

Lack of commercial driving skills - In specific regions Pink Taxi has and will face a huge 
human resource challenge in terms of drivers. Women especially in the Muslim developing 
countries are kept away from driving their cars let alone driving a cab.

Resistance for idea acceptance - Often myths found their way so strong that they start 
resembling the truth. Pink Taxi faces a similar challenge of female taxi driving taboo in 
specific regions.

Poor understanding of the Technology - Since Blockchain is a newly introduced buzzword 
for the common masses therefore it faces certain degree of resistance from a certain 
market. The Pink Taxi team will be putting in most of the efforts to educate the market about 
how it works.

OPPORTUNITIES
Strategic alliances and partnerships - The application of Blockchain technology has 
opened doors to a world of strategic partnership. Pink Taxi has a unique edge over other 
token as it is backed by a strong vision. Therefore partnerships are a strong part of the pink 
taxi ecosystem.

Huge Advertisement Opportunity - An average pink taxi is on road for a minimum of 8 hours 
completing 150 KMs a day (south Asian region). A brand will be more than happy to put their 
logo to millions of impressions for their brand everyday.

Increased Profit as Operating Efficiencies are gained - The concept of economies of scale 
plays a vital role in successfully making the pink taxi model feasible. We have a keen 
understanding of economical interpretation of all the activities therefore we will ensure 
high efficiency for the model.

Key player in new trends - Pink Taxi follows a proactive approach not only in internal 
operations but also in its operations and customer services department. Launching small 
scale projects like daily pick up and drop off or delivering specific food packages are some 
examples of the innovative approach that the team follows.

Innovative and Technology Development - Innovation and technological development is a 
huge opportunity because the Blockchain and crypto industry have a long way to go and 
our team is dedicated to the cause. We have an team of Innovation managers working 
solely with the purpose of brining in advancements wherever possible.

New Market Development - Pink Taxi has a long way to go. Although it is present in a long list 
countries but once Pink Taxi Group successfully brings all the pink taxi service under one 
platform we aim to raise the standards and introduce it to the market where it currently 
does not operate.
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THREATS
Competition - Healthy competition is key to growth. However at the same time in the world 
full of tokens sales launching on daily basis it will be harder for us to make our mark.

New Market Entrants - The number of new entrants in the crypto market is highest in 2018. 
And this trend is bullish. This does concerns us to a limited extent however we have a strong 
established service therefore we are sure we will be able to manage this threat quite well.

New Market Entrants - The number of new entrants in the crypto market is highest in 2018. 
And this trend is bullish. This does concerns us to a limited extent however we have a strong 
established service therefore we are sure we will be able to manage this threat quite well.

Local Transport mafia - No matter what part of the world we land in Pink Taxi has, initially, 
always faced a certain backlash from the local transport mafia. The innovation fears many 
but innovation stops for one.

Acceptance in contentious regions - In some regions that are part of our plan but are 
considered to be contentious regions are a question mark for the team.

Taboo of female driving - The Taboo of female driving has left lots of females in the zero 
self-confidence. However we have been always successful in breaking such stereotypes.

Security risks - In a matter where women safety is a question the Pink Taxi goes extra miles 
to support the women. Our drivers have gone through a background check followed by a 
training program. We have minimized the security threat to maximum..

Strikes and Political Unrest - The politics of the country defines a lot more for the country 
than any other pillars of the governments. Since our service involves continuous road 
presence and in times of unusual unrest in the cities the Pink Taxi takes does all to ensure 
the facilitation of the service possible.
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ROADMAP
Introduction

Collaboration

One Platform

Growth
2006
The first ever Pink Taxi concept was 
launched by Tina Dutton & Andrea 
Winders in England making it a 
symbolic icon towards women 
economic empowerment.

2018
Pink Taxi Group Ltd. idea was 
conceived based on previous growth 
and requirement to bring all the Pink 
Taxis on ONE Platform under one 
umbrella through either collaboration 
or partnership.

WHY BLOCKCHAIN?
The blockchain will be applied on the 
wallet, ratings & feedback. Drivers 
details and rides through tokens will be 
the major part of this single platform. 
People will be earning tokens & points 
based on rides & can also pay through 
their tokens & points to drivers.

COUNTRIES BY YEAR
Iran 2006, Russia 2006, South Africa 

2008, Lebanon 2009, Mexico 2009, 
Kuwait 2010, Thailand 2012, UAE 2013, 

Australia 2013, Mangolia 2014, USA 2015, 
India 2015, Malaysia 2016, Armenia 

2016, Turkey 2016, Pakistan 2017,  and 
Egypt 2017.

Token Sale A & B

Pre-Sales

PHASE A, Q3, 2018
12,500,000 tokens
1ETH = 2500 PTT TOKENS

PHASE B, Q3, 2018
12,500,000 tokens
1ETH = 1500 PTT TOKENS

PRE-SALES Q2, 2018
Pre Token Sales at discounted rates 

10,000,000 tokens

1ETH = 4000 PTT TOKENS

The Group
2018

Based on the conceived idea, the Pink 
Taxi Group Ltd. has been formed in the 

UK. In order to achieve the vision, 
crowdfunding has been initiated to 

support & bring all the Pink Taxis under 
ONE Platform.

Expansion
BUSINESS OUTREACH
Business Expansion in existing and 

new markets in 2019 & onwards.

Middle East, Far East, Argentina, 
Columbia, Kenya, Morocco, Tanzania, 

Bangladesh, Nepal, Veitnam, 
Indonesia, South Korea, & China.

Exchange
Q4, 2018
Token Listing in main & multiple 
Exchanges by Q4, 2018.

Blockchain App
Q4, 2018

Blockchain App Implementation on 
Pink Taxi platform, introducing with 
Wallet, driver feedback, passenger 

feedback, drivers’ subscrption via 
tokens, cashless transactions 

through tokens & token exchange 
program.



FUTURE PLAN
PINK TAXI intends to spend time, effort and funds in researching 

and developing an IoT TAXI counter device that will be hooked to 
our blockchain infrastructure.

Every fare and data gets verified and inscribed on our 
blockchain. The IoT is the only device permitted to write the data.

PINK TAXI intends to, in the next few years, be operational in every 
country of the world, especially the cities.

PINK TAXI will continuously expend a large chunk of profits in 
entering new markets around the world.

PINK TAXI will be operational in a lot of cities that are known to 
have an influx of tourists.

PINK TAXI intends to be a household name, all over the world, 
thereby ensuring that clients can easily have access to our 

platform, no matter where they go to.

As the years go by, PINK TAXI will diversify to self driving cars, 
thereby giving clients the option of using either ordinary or self 

driven cars.
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PINK TAXI will earn from a commission fee. The commission fee PINK TAXI will fall is about 
10%, while the rest of the money goes to the drivers. This will vary from city to city. The 
income accruing to PINK TAXI, at first, will be used to stabilize the platform and make it 
a household's name.

PINK TAXI's Dedication To ACCOUNTABILITY

PINK TAXI is built to solve the issues of transparency in traditional taxi platforms. PINK 
TAXI is geared at revealing every development and financial endeavor? to the 
contributors of the platform. Once the ICO is done, reports will be released quarterly. 
The reports made will show the growth and progress of the platform, its research etc.

The reports will have, though not limited to:

•  Expenses

•  Profitability

•  Related Statistics

•  Stage of Development of PINK TAXI
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DISCLAIMER 

The White Paper shows the intended work of PINK TAXI GROUP LIMITED, our progress and 
plans for the future. All information in this document is meant solely for the purpose of 
information, and should not be seen as a solicitation to sell shares or securities of any kind.

The plans we intend to follow might become altered for whatever reason; PINK TAXI will try 
its best to communicate to participants. In the case where PINK TAXI does not 
communicate the information, the company is not to be held liable for it. Though PINK TAXI 
has put in a lot to ensure it is a success, the launch might be disrupted by unforeseeable 
circumstances. It's of importance that you read the Disclaimer, Terms and Conditions and 
understand the risks involved.

The tokens issued by PINK TAXI are not to be seen as a share or security of any kind that will 
be traded on any registered Stock Exchange. PINK TAXI will try its best to ensure that its 
tokens are listed on Crypto-exchanges, but are not guaranteeing that it will happen. There 
is no assurance that the tokens' value or worth will improve. It might decline. The Sale of its 
tokens might not culminate in a liquid market for its tokens.

The funds received from the sales are exposed to risks from theft. It's of utmost importance 
that users of the PINK TAXI should inquire if cryptocurrencies, blockchain or tokens, or our 
services are legal in the country of residence. If not legal, please avoid.

As earlier stated, this white paper is not to be seen as a form of advice. It is merely for 
informational purposes. It is not to be seen as a form of financial, taxation or advice. PINK 
TAXI does not bear any liability that might come from you purchasing the token. PINK TAXI 
will not be held liable if your tokens get stolen or wallet hacked into.

Any other liability is not to be transferred to PINK TAXI. Being in possession of the tokens does 
not make one an owner or shareholder in PINK TAXI, or any associated properties.

There a lot of risks that come with buying our token. PINK TAXI does not bear any 
consequences that come from such risks.

It is important that one understands the risks and accepts the risks.


